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Abstract— In wireless sensor network, the main issue is low 

power constraint. One of the facts responsible for this issue 

is faulty nodes. These nodes are in turn generate 

unnecessary traffic and use the limited power available 

[1][2]. So the identification of faulty node and eradicating 

the nodes is important in Wireless Sensor network. There 

are many algorithms proposed for solving that particular 

issue. We have defined an algorithm which segregates the 

nodes so that the faulty nodes are separated from the rest. 

We have used ranking for identifying the best path for the 

nodes. The ranking is decided based on the previous 

transmission successes and failure rate. After selecting the 

path the data transmitted is hidden from the rest of the 

nodes and only the receiver node identifies the data and the 

path used to receive. A Leader is chosen for the clustered 

group and the identification number for the nodes are 

changed after each such transmission. 
 

Index Terms— wireless sensor networks (WSNs).Optimal 

Ranking (DDOR), Eradication, Faulty Node. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor nodes have been deployed under many 

extreme conditions due to their size factor and less power 

requirement. These nodes form Wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs) which consist of a number of distributed sensors. 

These sensors are integrated with a remote sensor, a 

computational unit, sender and receiver to monitor, collect, and 

transmit data from various environments to a centrally 

controlled unit. The data are forwarded using the wireless 

medium as signals. They are forwarded to their nearest 

neighbours until the target nodes are reached. These target 

nodes can be either the control unit or another sensor unit. 

Since many of the sensors are placed in an environment where 

human intervention is minimum. Hence, the nodes can’t be 

repaired or replaced mostly. Therefore, it is necessary to 

improve the robustness of the nodes. There has been much 

research done for the same [3], [5], [6]. Another research 

option which increases steadily is diagnosing the faulty sensor 

node [7]. In WSN, it is because of the rather complicated-states 

relationships between sensors and transmission paths, recent 

studies attest that statistical- and probabilistic-based 

approaches can provide more reliable results [11]-[14]. 

Traditional WSN detection scheme used a management 

architecture called MANNA [15].This approach requires an 

external manager to perform the centralized diagnosis [15]. 

More recently, Takagi–Sugeno– Kang fuzzy inference 

system, naïve Bayes (NB) approach [12], and statistical-based 

auto regression [13] are used to model the actual states of the 

given sensors through training with the measurements of 

neighboring sensors. Apart from the abovementioned 

methods, a number of conventional machine-learning 

algorithms are also used to model relationships among 

sensors. For example, hidden Markov models (HMMs), 

which are generative models, can be used to unveil hidden 

states with visible observations. HMMs have long been 

applied to many research areas such as signal processing and 

sequence labeling, but owing to its “memorylessness” 

assumption, HMMs lack the ability to utilize the dynamics 

that occur in a large-scale practical WSN system. In this 

paper, we express the issue of WSN and find a solution for 

classifying the problem [17]. We gather the statistical data 

from sensors like signal strength, frequency, and delay as a 

base for clustering and finding the faulty node present in the 

network. We also propose an extended algorithm called Near 

By hidden conditional random field (NBCRF), which is able 

to model a given WSN as a graph [18] and the faulty 

transmission path in a WSN can be diagnosed. The hidden-

state CRF, or hidden CRF (HCRF), which is actually an 

extension of CRF is used for unveiling states of hidden 

variables and labeling the given network. The newly 

developed NBCRF algorithm is applied to fault diagnosis of a 

WSN graph, which incorporates hidden state variables, i.e., 

states of nodes of a WSN system, in a discriminative two-

class random field model. In this paper, we use the term 

“scenario” to represent different WSN operation conditions 

under different faulty sensors. The scenario is an n-

dimensional vector, where n represents the number of sensor 

nodes, and the vector represents the signal-transmission time 

from each sensor node to the sink node. 

 

II. NEAR BY HIDDEN CONDITIONAL RANDOM 

FIELDS 

 

Near By Hidden Conditional, Random Fields 

(NBCRFs) as preserving the discriminative character of 

HCRFs can assign labels in agreement with the production 

rules of a packet hidden way to send. The main NBCRF 
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novelty is the possibility of including in HCRFs prior 

knowledge of the problem by means of a separated network to 

be defined. Our current implementation allows regular path 

and irregular path of rules can be achieved in hidden format 

processed. The prediction of the network topology performs 

better way than the routine applied. An HCRF is a 

discriminative model that contains hidden states. First, we 

review HCRFs which are introduced in [20]. It is the objective 

to learn a set of observations x to labels y ∈ Y, where x is a 

vector consisting of m local observations, x = {x1, x2, . . ., xm}, 

and each observation xj is represented by a feature vector 

Typical HCRF models the conditional 

probability of a class label given a set of observations by 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where  S=  {s1,  s2. .  .  sm}  each  si  ∈  S  captures certain 

underlying dynamics of each class and S is the set of hidden 

states of the HCRF model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Parameter ω and its relationship with the neighborhood. 

 

In this figure, ω = 5, the neighborhood window of the black 

node includes five neighbor nodes. Ψ(y, s, x; θ) ∈, 

parameterized in θ, measures the compatibility between a label, 

a set of observations, and configurations of hidden states. 

According to the previous research work on CRFs [18], we 

utilize the following objective function for training the 

parameters of HCRF: 

 

 

 

 

 

Where n is the total number of training graphs. The first term 

of is the log-likelihood of the probability, and the second term 

of (2) is the log of a Gaussian prior to variance σ
2
 to regularize 

the training. We can use gradient ascent method to find the 

optimal parameters 

 

 

 

To incorporate the dependencies between a node and its 

neighbors and eliminate the noise dependencies from far-away 

nodes, the ψ in (1) is modified by including a neighborhood-

range parameter ω that defines the number of neighboring 

states of a graph to be used when predicting the state of a node 

as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the distances that determine the 

neighbors of a node are not necessarily Euclidian distance. In 

this study, the distance between two nodes represents the 

signal-transmission delay. With ω, the graph structure of the 

HCRF model is no longer fixed; it varies dynamically with 

the given data. We define ψ(y, s, x; θ, ω) ∈ as a potential 

function parameterized by θ and ω 

 

 

 

 

 

where ϕ(x, j, ω) is the feature vector of node j, θs represents 

the state sj of node j, θy represents the dependencies between 

label y and state sj, θe represents the dependencies between 

label y and edges (sj, sk), and (sj, sk) is the neighbored state 

pair parameterized by ω.For a new unseen test case xt, the 

normal/faulty status of WSN, i.e., the diagnosis result for xt is 

computed by 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Path seeking and rerouting. (a) WSN without a faulty 

node. (b) WSN with one faulty node. (c) WSN with two 

faulty nodes.  

Where θ∗  is the parameter obtained from (3). There are exact 

methods for inference and parameter estimation, as both the 

objective function and its gradient can be written in terms of 

marginal distributions over the hidden state variables. These 

distributions can be computed using belief propagation. 

Traditional wireless sensor network fault-diagnosis 

techniques mostly depend on the data obtained from the 

sensor nodes. But the input data does not contain the in 

between node’s information such as their dependency 

because these data are not available. It is denoted in [4], due 

to the following term, 

 

 

The nodes in between and their dependencies can be 

used for the diagnosing of their health. Using the output, the 

WSN fault-diagnosis can be effectively done. In the 

upcoming sections, output got from the simulation is used to 

analyse the benefit of including the dependencies. 

 

III. WSN FAULT DIAGNOSIS USING NBCRF 

A. Mechanism of WSN 

In this section, the faulty nature of the WSN is 

analysed. The network consists of various nodes which may 

be normal or sink nodes. These nodes obtain the data from 

the surroundings and forward the data to the neighbour nodes. 
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Nodes capture environmental parameters and forward the data 

to the sink through wireless communication. There are two 

common types of traffic congestion. First, node-level traffic 

congestion is generally caused by a buffer overflow into the 

node. Second, link-level traffic congestion is caused by too 

many nodes requesting data transmission to the same node. 

Under the Zigbee standard, the signal from a node to sink 

travels along the shortest path under normal situation. If any 

packet is lost due to hardware failures or traffic congestions, 

the next shortest signal path will be sought and rerouted 

accordingly. This will result in an increased longer end-to-end 

packet transmission time. Different traffic congestions can be 

seen in Fig. 2. As pointed out in [12], since failure conditions 

of WSN may result in a large signal delay, we use the delay 

time as the features for describing each scenario of the WSN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Sector portioning using DDOR protocol: 

 

A dynamic delegation based ranking based broadcast 

protocol (DDOR) for asynchronous WSNs. DDOR 

dynamically delegates an uncovered node to a sender with the 

best link quality to it so far. It can adapt to the change of link 

quality and broadcast process. Moreover, it can solve the 

inefficient transmissions and conflicts problem in the network. 

A sender node S can temporarily take the task of covering a 

one-hop neighbor node or temporarily delegate it to a better 

sender based on incomplete information [21]. With the one-hop 

neighbor nodes of S gradually be covered, there are more nodes 

can work as senders in the network; S obtains more 

information and can delegate the uncovered node to a better 

sender. At the same time, a sender can guide the covering of 

two-hop neighbors to avoid collisions when it is active. So 

when there has a broadcast task in the network, there always 

exists a best sender so far waiting to forward the packet to the 

receivers. The main contribution is the link quality information 

and broadcast process to delegate an uncovered node to the 

best covered one so far from the view of both the sender and 

the uncovered node. DDOR can avoid transmission over poor 

links by dynamic delegation if a better sender appears to be 

energy efficient, and take advantage of the early covered 

neighbor to accelerate the broadcast process. Thus, broadcast 

energy, message cost, and delay are reduced. This DDOR 

broadcast protocol, which lets the uncovered node receive a 

broadcast packet from an appropriate sender as early as 

possible in a collision reducing way and adapt to the dynamic 

broadcast process. We will consider load balance in our cluster 

or group of the network under the simulation results show that 

DDOR can reduce the energy consumption, message cost, and 

broadcast delay. 

 

c. Generating Identification number using Fast Randomized 

Algorithm: 

This is an algorithm which gives excellent results 

when detect and verify on both locations from source to the 

base station via cluster head selection under the key from 

distance coverage area [22].This is much faster, typically 

thousands of times faster using keys and give a new cluster 

head elected by recycling for achieving new keys based on 

inter and intra cluster in the consensus among asynchronous 

processes that communicate by monitoring for every mobile 

node in the cluster network. It maintains the optimization cost 

and interference path minimum hop to be selected. Based on 

a randomized algorithm to be presented in the whole sensor 

nodes of an environment. 

 

 

D. Fault Diagnosis using packet distributed scheduling 

 

Algorithm: 

Packet distribution was also used to mean 

forwarding network traffic among networks. However, this 

latter function is much better described as simply forwarding. 

Forwarding is performed for many kinds of networks, 

including the telephone network (circuit switching), 

electronic data networks (such as the Internet), and 

transportation networks [23].This article is concerned 

primarily with routing in electronic data networks using 

packet switching technology. In packet switching networks, 

routing directs packet forwarding (the transit of logically 

addressed network packets from their source toward their 

ultimate destination) through intermediate nodes. 

Intermediate nodes are typically networked hardware devices 

such as routers, bridges, gateways, firewalls, or switches. 

Packet forwarding processing refers to the wide variety of 

algorithms that are applied to a packet of data or information 

as it moves through the various network elements of a 

communications network. It is the packet processing 

subsystem that manages the traversal of the multi-layered 

network. It includes Control information contained in a 

packet and is used to transfer the packet safely and efficiently 

from origin to destination. The data content of the packet and 

are used to provide some content-specific transformation or 

take a content-driven action. In our research, it allows the 

requested node to transfer the packet continuously based on 

packet forwarding process. 

 

IV. SIMULATION 

1. Network construction module: 

The complete network setup used for the testing of the 

proposed protocol is being developed in this module. The 

nodes in this network are interconnected in a controlled 

environment. The network created is a dynamic network. For 

an efficient data transfer, the transmission must be done in a 

controlled environment using the proposed algorithm. Using 

the simulated results the data can be analysed for reducing 

data loss high network traffic and to identify the faulty nodes 

in the network.  

2. Anonymous nodes Deployment module: 

Anonymous nodes are vital in providing required data as 

well as hiding the sender and sink node’s identity. 

3. Verification, Comparison and Identification of Attack 

under Intra and Inter Cluster module: 
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Every node will be verified with the data transmitted and 

along with the data it is cross verified with timing and hop 

counts from the sender and the receiver. Based on the 

comparison the traffic is segregated into genuine and non-

genuine and every node identity is stored. 

4. Communication nodes based on the Coverage Network 

module: 

The Network is clustered and the leader is elected to 

communicate the future network path and the cluster head is 

elected based on the energy consumed. 

5. Data Transferring Using Anonymity Protection nodes 

module: 

The anonymity node which is unable to transfer 

complete data at once are identified and they are sent to sleep 

mode to continue undisturbed transmission. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we use packet distribution algorithm for 

transmission of data packets from source to destination. For the 

effective transmission of packets, we are portioning the sector 

using dynamic delegation based –ranking based broadcast 

(DDOR) protocol. We also provide a high security of data 

transmission by sending the packets from source to destination 

in a hidden path; this is done by using neighborhood hidden 

conditional random field (NBCRF) algorithm. We use the 

ranking methodology to find the best path for transmitting the 

data packets which later becomes a predefined path. In this, we 

also made fault diagnosis for example, if any node misbehaves, 

by fault diagnosis mechanism we identify and disable the node. 
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